
Your Mission:  
To Save Our Country’s Libraries! 

 

Congratulations!!  You, the students of Alexander Batcho 
Intermediate School, have been selected from a pool of thousands 
of students across the United States to participate in a new book 
writing program organized by the newly appointed president of 
the Department of Education, Ima D. Teacher.  With the U.S. 
economy in shambles, authors, illustrators, and publishers across 
the country have closed up shop and moved on to greener 
pastures (some switched careers entirely while others just moved 
across the border to Canada)!  Needless to say, our country is in 
dire need of some new books to replace the old, torn, worn out 
books currently populating our elementary and middle school 
libraries.  Specifically, they are in desperate need of books to fill up 
their Personal Narrative section (also known as the Autobiography 
section) and Ima D. Teacher has made it her mission to find some 
of the most interesting and diverse students to write and publish 
personal narrative stories that can be used to fill local libraries. 
 
After Ima D. Teacher spent countless months scouring our country’s middle schools, A.B.I.S. 
and the town of Manville apparently topped her list!  She could hardly believe her eyes when 
she read about the backgrounds of students from this town… students who immigrated to 
Manville as children, star athletes, accomplished musicians and artists, and some of the best 
and brightest students the state of New Jersey has to offer.  What other town can boast 
having such extraordinary students?!  In fact, Ima D. Teacher was recently quoted in the 
Manville News as saying, “After searching high and low for the best, brightest, and most 
diverse students around, the students of Alexander Batcho Intermediate School proved to 
me that my search had not been in vain.  Based on the information provided to me about 
these students, I can honestly say that I have no doubt these students are more than 
capable of creating these personal narrative stories to be displayed in libraries and publish 
them in both a timely and effective manner.”   
 
Clearly the Manville community has some high hopes for each and every one of you (as do I).  
The only question remaining is: Are YOU up for the challenge?  If so, your books will be 
displayed in the A.B.I.S., Weston, and Roosevelt libraries and you will have the chance to 
share your stories with your friends and other teachers.   



The Task 
 

 
 
Write a personal narrative that will go in both Weston and Roosevelt schools 
and provide young students with entertaining and comical stories about a day 
in the life of an inanimate object.  You must imagine that you are an object on 
Earth that is neither living nor breathing and you must write about what a 
typical day in the life of this object would be like.  Tell the story from the 
object’s point of view.    
 
 


